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ABSTRACT: The role of differential advection in creating tropopause folds and strong constituent gradients near mid-

latitude westerly jets is investigated using the University of Wisconsin Nonhydrostatic Modeling System (UWNMS).

Dynamical structures are compared with aircraft observations through a fold and subpolar jet (SPJ) during research flight

4 (RF04) of the Stratosphere–Troposphere Analyses of Regional Transport (START08) campaign. The observed distri-

bution of water vapor and ozone during RF04 provides evidence of rapid transport in the SPJ, enhancing constituent

gradients above relative to below the intrusion. The creation of a tropopause fold by quasi-isentropic differential advection

on the upstream side of the trough is described. This fold was created by a southward jet streak in the SPJ, where upper-

tropospheric air displaced the tropopause eastward in the 6–10 km layer, thereby overlying stratospheric air in the 3–6 km layer.

The subsequent superposition of the subtropical and subpolar jets is also shown to result from quasi-isentropic differential

advection. The occurrence of low values of ozone, water vapor, and potential vorticity on the equatorward side of the SPJ can be

explained by convective transport of low-ozone air from the boundary layer, dehydration in the updraft, and detrainment of

inertially unstable air in the outflow layer. An example of rapid juxtaposition with stratospheric air in the jet core is shown for

RF01. The net effect of upstream convective events is suggested as a fundamental cause of the strong constituent gradients

observed in midlatitude jets, with the aggregate divergence aloft causing upper-tropospheric air to flow over stratospheric air.

Idealized diagrams illustrate the role of differential advection in creating tropopause folds and constituent gradient enhancement.
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1. Introduction

In the introduction to his study of upper-level fronts, Reed

(1955) described the benefit of reexamining descriptions of

their structure and how they are formed based on new infor-

mation. He indicated that upper-level fronts are characterized

by strong wind shear and can be a source of energy for storm

growth. He showed that the tropopause may become folded

(Fig. 1a), with an intrusion of stratospheric air sometimes

penetrating to near the ground (see his Fig. 13). Figure 1b

shows an example of constituent variation across a tropopause

fold using dropsonde data (Shapiro 1980). Note the strong

contrast between upper-tropospheric and stratospheric air,

characterized by high ozone and low amounts of condensation

nuclei. Figure 1c shows a section through a cutoff low (Shapiro

1978). Perhaps the most widely accepted paradigm for creating

stratospheric intrusions involves the idea of a ‘‘transverse’’ or

‘‘secondary’’ circulation relative to a westerly jet (Sawyer 1956;

Eliassen 1962; Hoskins and Draghici 1977), leading to a thin

layer of air penetrating downward and equatorward below the

jet. This view is summarized in a schematic by Danielsen

(1968), reproduced here as Fig. 1d.

In the introduction to Hoskins and Bretherton’s (1972) com-

prehensive paper on analytic representations of frontogenesis,

they state that ‘‘there are at least eight mechanisms which may

be important in changing temperature gradients and forming

atmospheric fronts.’’ Their list does not include (or exclude)

the possible role of vertical differences in horizontal advection.

Wandishin et al. (2000) included a simple schematic diagram

(their Fig. 4c), which suggests that vertical shear of the hori-

zontal wind can cause a tropopause fold, although they did not

apply it in their analysis. Some authors have emphasized the

3D nature of how tropopause folds are created (e.g., Bush and

Peltier 1994; Rotunno et al. 1994), and how stratosphere–

troposphere exchange (STE) occurs (e.g., Sprenger andWernli

2003). However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous

authors have discussed the role of jet streaks, or speedmaxima,

in creating a tropopause fold by quasi-isentropic differential

advection. Numerical models that explicitly integrate vertical

motion provide the opportunity to reexamine how tropopause

folds are formed. This paper provides a 3D analysis in a non-

hydrostatic model of the creation of a tropopause fold around

the subpolar jet (SPJ) on the upstream side of a trough.

Over the past decade, we have carried out more than 20

different case studies of westerly jets and midlatitude cyclones

using the University of Wisconsin Nonhydrostatic Modeling

System (UWNMS), with a focus on dynamical processes in the

upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS). In each

case, we found no evidence of a transverse circulation around

the jet. Instead, we found that quasi-isentropic differential

advection is a common ingredient in tropopause fold forma-

tion. Here we present a UWNMS case study, including analysis

of aircraft data from research flight 4 (RF04) of the Stratosphere–

Troposphere Analyses of Regional Transport (START08)

campaign over central North America on 28 April 2008. One
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leg of RF04 was particularly useful in that the aircraft sampled

the structure of water vapor and ozone in a dive and climb

through a stratospheric intrusion and through the core of the

SPJ. These data provide useful evidence regarding differential

advection and tropopause formation, as well as characterizing

constituent gradients between the core of the SPJ and the ad-

jacent stratosphere.

In this paper, we suggest that the fundamental shape of a

stratospheric intrusion can be explained by differential ad-

vection, where a jet streak (speed maximum) in the SPJ en-

croaches on the edge of a stratospheric air mass, replacing it

with a core of low-PV upper-tropospheric air, overriding high-

PV stratospheric air at lower altitudes. The resulting pattern is

characterized by a constricted horizontal region of strato-

spheric air above a broader region of stratospheric air, similar

to the patterns shown in Fig. 1.

Thorncroft et al. (1993) include a diagram of idealized

transport pathways in midlatitude cyclones, where quasi-

isentropic air mass motions can override each other via dif-

ferential advection in three dimensions, in association with the

occlusion process, or Rossby wave breaking (RWB; e.g.,

McIntyre and Palmer 1983; Hitchman and Huesmann 2007;

Sprenger et al. 2007; Martius et al. 2007). Tropospheric air in

the warm conveyor belt (WCB;Madonna et al. 2014) can travel

cyclonically up and over stratospheric air, leading to a tropo-

pause fold or ‘‘double tropopause’’ structure, which is com-

monly found poleward of an occluding cyclone (e.g., Randel

et al. 2007; Homeyer et al. 2010, 2011a; Martínez-Alvarado

et al. 2014). Stratospheric intrusions tend to be turbulent and

exhibit a mixed stratospheric–tropospheric chemical signal

(e.g., Browell et al. 1987; Zahn et al. 2000; Hoor et al. 2002;

Stohl et al. 2003; Bowman et al. 2007; Pan et al. 2007; Hegglin

et al. 2008). They often take the form of elongated PV

streamers as seen at constant height, and thin sheets as seen in

cross sections (Sprenger et al. 2007). Cooper et al. (2004)

showed that penetration of stratospheric intrusions by con-

vection can facilitate subsequent mixing into the troposphere.

Homeyer et al. (2011b) found that convection into strato-

spheric intrusions can yield a distinctive mixture of more than

125 ppmv H2O and 100 ppbv O3.

Hitchman et al. (2004) showed that when a convective

complex penetrated the subtropical jet (STJ) over the east

coast of Asia, it induced stratospheric air, with high amounts of

ozone, to circulate down around the convection into themiddle

FIG. 1. (a) Zonal section of potential temperature (interval: 10 K) and wind speed (interval: 20m s21), with the

transition in static stability shown at the tropopause, exhibiting a tropopause fold on the upstream side of a trough

over the central United States [Reed’s (1955) Fig. 12]. (b) Zonal section of condensation nuclei (particles cm23)

near a southward jet over California derived from aircraft observations [Shapiro’s (1980) Fig. 3]. The heavy solid

line is the 120 ppbv ozone isopleth. (c) Section from Boulder, Colorado, to Amarillo, Texas, on 29 Mar 1976,

showing potential vorticity (1027 K s21 mb21) [Shapiro’s (1978) Fig. 9]. (d) ‘‘Schematic of mean circulation relative

to the tropopause, including a folded tropopause’’ [Danielsen’s (1968) Fig. 14].
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troposphere, with divergent outflow containing low amounts

of ozone overriding the stratospheric air. They estimated a

net flux of ozone into the troposphere of ;0.8 Tg O3 for the

event. This process rapidly juxtaposed low ozone with high

ozone in the STJ. Studies of summertime convection and

the North American monsoon have also discussed the role

of convection in juxtaposing lower-tropospheric and strato-

spheric air (Jourdain et al. 2010; Barth et al. 2012). This theme

was emphasized in results from the Deep Convective Clouds

and Chemistry (DC3) experiment, which was conducted over

the central United States in the summer of 2012 (Pan et al.

2014; Schroeder et al. 2014; Huntrieser et al. 2016a,b; Phoenix

et al. 2020). The flights during DC3 did not sample constituent

gradients in the SPJ or STJ, and hence these authors did not

comment on the cause of strong ozone gradients in the

westerly jets.

In addition to describing the role of a jet streak in causing a

tropopause fold, in this paper we also investigate the role of

deep convection in contributing toward constituent gradients

across midlatitude jets, including the role of convectively

detrained inertially unstable air into the UTLS. Inertial insta-

bility can occur on the equatorward flank of a midlatitude

westerly jet in the UTLS (Sato and Dunkerton 2002; Knox and

Harvey 2005; Thompson et al. 2018). In studying the ‘‘Super

Tuesday’’ midlatitude cyclone of February 2008, Rowe and

Hitchman (2015) found regions of negative PV near the tro-

popause on the anticyclonic shear side of the jet. Their ideal-

ized Fig. 11 depicts a stratospheric fold, created by acceleration

of UT air in the warm upglide sector, over stratospheric air on

the poleward side of the SPJ. Hitchman and Rowe (2017)

showed that deep convection generally produces UTLS PV

dipoles in midlatitude and tropical cyclones, which are typi-

cally sheared into a pair of PV streamers, which merge with the

SPJ or STJ. An example of this process is described in this

paper, to illustrate the crucial role that upstream convection

plays in creating the strong constituent and PV gradients ob-

served in the SPJ during RF04.

RF04 did not sample convection upstream of the strato-

spheric intrusion. To show how upstream convection can rap-

idly juxtapose boundary layer air next to stratospheric air,

creating a strong constituent gradient near the SPJ, a UWNMS

simulation for flight RF01 on 18 April 2008 is shown. RF01 did

not sample constituents in the SPJ east of the trough, so aircraft

data are not shown for RF01, but the UWNMS simulation

is useful to illustrate how convectively transported lower-

tropospheric air can be rapidly transported into juxtaposition

with stratospheric air in the SPJ. This example, together with

results from previous work, is then used to formulate a general

argument regarding the role of upstream deep convection in

contributing to the strong constituent gradient across the SPJ

and to tropopause folds.

Section 2 describes relevant dynamical quantities, the UWNMS

simulations, and START08 data. Section 3 provides an over-

view of RF04 and a description of the formation of a tropo-

pause fold around the SPJ on the upstream side of a trough.

Section 4 provides an analysis of water vapor–ozone distribu-

tions in the tropopause fold and near the SPJ. The difference in

strength between differential advection and mesoscale mixing

processes above and below the intrusion, and the cross-jet

constituent gradients are discussed. The concept of vertical

differences in quasi-isentropic advection also provides a mech-

anism for superposition of the SPJ and STJ, which is described

in section 5. Section 6 shows how deep convection contributes

toward enhancing constituent gradients near the jet. Conclusions

are given in section 7, which includes schematic diagrams of

tropopause fold formation by differential advection and con-

stituent gradient enhancement by convective injection of air

into the UTLS.

2. Analysis methods and observations

a. Dynamical quantities

The extratropical tropopause may be defined to occur

when the lapse rate is less than 2K km21. The extratropical

tropopause transition layer includes the lapse rate tropo-

pause, and the regions of sharp upward increase in ozone and

PV. It is characterized by ozone mixing ratios in the range

100–200 ppbv, and by values of Ertel’s potential vorticity

PV 5 (1/r)(›u/›z)(f 1 z) in the range ;1–2 PVU (1 PVU 5
1 3 1026 m2K kg21 s21), where r is density, u is potential

temperature, f 5 2V sinu, and z 5 ›y/›x–›u/›y is relative

vorticity.

The extratropical UTLS includes the SPJ and STJ, the latter

of which climatologically occupies a distinctly higher altitude

range. Following Christenson et al. (2017), the two isentropic

layers 310–330 and 330–360K and two PV layers 1–2 and 3–5

PVU are used to highlight motion of the SPJ relative to the

STJ. As a further application of the role of differential ad-

vection, it will be shown that quasi-isentropic advection can

explain jet superposition.

Inertial instability occurs when angular momentum de-

creases radially outward, as in flow between two rotating cyl-

inders (Rayleigh 1916; Taylor 1923). When this criterion for

instability is met, parcels accelerate and rearrange themselves,

tending to stabilize the angular momentum profile. In the zonal

mean, this condition occurs when total angular momentum

increases toward the pole. The classical condition for inertial

instability occurs when absolute vorticity is opposite in sign,

and larger than the Coriolis parameter for a given hemisphere:

f(f1j),0 (Eliassen and Kleinschmidt 1957). This criterion is

related to Ertel’s PV by f 3 PV 5 (1/r) (›u/›z) f (f 1 z), 0

(Hoskins et al. 1985). In this work, PV , 0 in the Northern

Hemisphere is taken to imply inertial instability in the high

static stability environment of the UTLS.

b. UWNMS simulations

The UWNMS (Tripoli 1992) has been used to study aircraft

field campaigns and transport problems in the UTLS. Recent

studies include the role of inertial instability in midlatitude

STE and tropopause folds (Rowe and Hitchman 2015), mid-

latitude ‘‘jet flare-ups’’ (Rowe and Hitchman 2016), UTLS PV

dipoles in midlatitude and tropical cyclones (Hitchman and

Rowe 2017, 2019), and the role of inertially unstable outflow

in a severe flooding event (Rowe and Hitchman 2020).

The resolution for each UWNMS simulation shown in this

paper was 20 km 3 20 km 3 300m, with a domain ;2000 km
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on a side centered on the flight track over the central United

States. The model was initialized by interpolating European

Centre forMedium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF) 2.58-
resolution global analyses throughout the volume, and run for

48 h, updating the side boundaries with ECMWF data during

integration. Explicit convection was used and model micro-

physical quantities were treated using the scheme of Hashino

and Tripoli (2007). The top of the model was set to 17.6 km,

with a 1500m Rayleigh sponge layer. Vis5d was used to visu-

alize the 3D structure and dynamical features, including par-

ticle trajectories.

c. START08 aircraft data

TheNSF–NCARGulfstreamVHigh-performance Instrumented

Airborne Platform for Environmental Research aircraft sam-

pled the UTLS over North America during April–June 2008 in

the START08 campaign (Pan et al. 2010). Aircraft meteoro-

logical and constituent data were obtained online (http://

www.eol.ucar.edu/field_projects/start08), including contem-

poraneous soundings, satellite images, radar data, and satellite

ozone and tropopause height (Pittman et al. 2009). PV along

the flight track, available from the START08 website, along

with altitude and wind component data, were used to highlight

distinct air masses for tracer analysis.

d. NCEP GFS data

The Global Forecast System (GFS) is a global weather

forecast model produced by the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP), with data available

from www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/GFS/doc.php. GFS analyses were

used as an independent dataset for illustrating the synoptic

situation for each flight. PV values along the flight track were

created by the START08 Science Team from GFS analyses.

The infrared satellite images shown in Figs. 2c and 2d were

obtained from the image archive meteorological case study

selection kit provided by the University Corporation for

Atmospheric Research (https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/imagearchive/).

3. Formation of a stratospheric fold by a jet streak in the
subpolar jet

a. Overview of RF04

The GFS 300 hPa analysis and UWNMS 10 km winds for

1800 UTC 28April 2008 are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. A trough

is seen to be entering the Pacific Northwest, with a ridge ex-

tending from northern Mexico along the Rockies into Canada,

and a meridionally elongated trough over the Great Lakes. In

the SPJ to the west of this trough, a southward jet streak, with

FIG. 2. Synoptic setting for RF04 on 28 Apr 2008: (a) NCEPGFS 300 hPa wind speed (m s21; color bar) and wind

vectors at 1800UTC 28Apr 2008; (b) UWNMS 9 km horizontal winds (vectors) and 45m s21 wind speed isosurface

(gray) at 2100 UTC 28 Apr. Cloud-top temperature (8C; color bar) derived from satellite infrared images for

(c) 0830 and (d) 1315 UTC 28 Apr 2008.
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speeds exceeding 40m s21, is observed extending fromManitoba

to Arkansas (Figs. 2a,b). This jet streak plays a central role in

creating a tropopause fold on the upstream side of the trough.

Note also the STJ extending from the Gulf of Mexico to

Quebec (Figs. 2a,b). Inspection ofmaps of tropopause pressure

and 200 hPa ozone derived from satellite data at 1930 UTC

28 April 2008 (not shown) reveal that tropopause pressures

reach ;220 hPa in the ridge over Montana and ;320 hPa in

the trough over the Great Lakes, while 200 hPa ozone

values ranged from ;180 ppbv in the ridge to ;500 ppbv in

the trough.

Satellite cloud-top temperature maps are shown for

0830 UTC and 1315 UTC 28 April 2008 in Figs. 2c and 2d.

During the period leading up to RF04, widespread convection

may be seen over California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, and

Wyoming. The 300 hPa chart for 1800 UTC (Fig. 2a) suggests

that boundary layer air injected by convection into the UTLS

would be advected eastward toward the trough over the

central United States. The boundary layer in this area of the

western United States is relatively uncontaminated by urban

pollution and might be expected to have ozone values less

than 50 ppbv.

The flight track for RF04 was along an east–west section near

408N. The Gulfstream V took off from Broomfield, Colorado,

at ;1520 UTC [0920 mountain daylight time (MDT)] and

landed at ;2215 UTC (1615 MDT) 28 April 2008. During the

6 h 55min flight, the aircraft flew eastward to Indianapolis,

Indiana, and back twice, including three ascents into the lower

stratosphere (Fig. 3a). The corresponding values of PV, u, and

y during this flight are shown in Figs. 3b–d.

During the interesting period 1946–2054 UTC [;1500–1600

central daylight time (CDT)], indicated by colored segments in

Fig. 3a, the aircraft transected the intrusion during descent,

ascended through the stratospheric filament, then through the

core of the SPJ. The geographical location of this portion of

RF04 is shown as a heavy blue line in Fig. 4d. The projection of

the colored portion of the flight track onto a zonal–altitude

section of UWNMS PV at 2200 UTC is shown in Fig. 5b. This

provides a representation of the location of each flight segment

relative to the stratospheric intrusion and SPJ. The storm

structure propagated slightly eastward and mostly southward

as the aircraft moved through it during this ;1 h of the flight.

Each of the color segments in Fig. 3 correspond to specific

panels displaying water vapor and ozone data in Fig. 6, plotted

FIG. 3. Gulfstream V flight-track variables as a function of time (104 s) for RF04, from takeoff at 1520 UTC to

landing at 2215UTC 28Apr 2008: (a) aircraft altitude (km), (b)GFS PV (PVU), and aircraft-derived (c) zonal wind

(m s21) and (d) meridional wind (m s21). The period 1946–2054 UTC is investigated in detail in Fig. 6, with flight

segments identified by color, where red is descent in the lower stratosphere, light blue is descent through strato-

spheric intrusion, green is ascent through intrusion, dark blue is ascent through SPJ, and yellow is ascent in lower

stratosphere. Thicker tick marks on the upper side of each panel indicate time in UTC.
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in the corresponding color for each segment. Figure 7 shows

the evolution of the momentum pulse in the SPJ at 8.5 and

12km, with the corresponding cross sections in Fig. 8 illustrat-

ing jet superposition by differential advection. Figure 9 shows

UWNMS vertical motion at 8.5 km altitude, which indicates

that the SPJ is embedded in air with uniform weak descent.

The V-shaped flight segment in Fig. 5b has been copied onto

Fig. 6b to illustrate the westward progression of the colored

segments with time along the flight. The arrows in Fig. 6 indi-

cate the direction of motion of the flight in H2O–O3 space. The

aircraft first sampled the lower stratosphere (red segment,

12min in duration, 1946–1958 UTC), starting at 13 700m

(;10 PVU) over Indianapolis near 86.38W and descending to

9528m (;8 PVU) at ;88.18W, passing through a minimum in

water vapor (Fig. 6a). It continued descending westward to the

base of the stratospheric intrusion (light blue, 29min, 1958–

2027UTC) to 2955m (;1 PVU) over Hannibal, Missouri, near

91.48W (Fig. 6b).

The aircraft then ascended through the intrusion (green, 5min,

2027–2032 UTC), reaching maximum ozone (;170 ppbv) and

;2.5 PVU near 5.0 km, and emerging out the top of the in-

trusion at 6500m (;2.0 PVU) (Fig. 6c). The aircraft then as-

cended through the jet core near 8 km (;1 PVU), with

maximum southward flow of ;58m s21 (Fig. 3b), and into the

upper troposphere (dark blue segment, 6min, 2032–2038 UTC)

(Fig. 6d). Note the decrease in PV going above the jet core prior

to entering the stratosphere (Fig. 3b). The final segment sampled

the lower stratosphere from 11 000m (;5 PVU) to 14 500m

(;10 PVU) (yellow segment, 16min, 2038–2054UTC) (Fig. 6e),

just west of Saint Joseph,Missouri, near 95.48W. Figure 6f shows

measurements of air with speed exceeding 44m s21 for the full

duration of RF04.

b. Tropopause fold formation on the upstream side of the
trough during RF04

The development of a tropopause fold associated with the

jet streak in the southward SPJ is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, from

near the beginning (1640 UTC) to near the end (2200 UTC) of

RF04 on 28 April 2008. The evolution of PV and stream-

function at 4, 6, and 8 km altitude is shown in Fig. 4. Figures 5a

and 5b show zonal cross sections of wind speed and PV along

axis a–a0 in Figs. 4c and 4d, while Figs. 5c and 5d show me-

ridional sections along axis b–b0 in Figs. 4c and 4d through the

southward jet core.

The eastward tilt with height of the west edge of the

stratospheric intrusion is highlighted in Fig. 4 by the 1 PVU

contour at 6 km superimposed as a dashed line at 4 and 8 km

altitude. Note how the pattern of tropospheric air at 8 km

overlapping stratospheric air at 6 km propagates southward

with time (cf. left and right images). This is the signature of

an evolving tropopause fold. At 1640 UTC (left) the trough

axis, as seen in the pattern of horizontal streamlines, extends

from Lake Michigan to Alabama. By 2200 UTC (right) the

southern half of the trough axis had moved eastward toward

Georgia. The western edge of the stratospheric PV maxi-

mum receded eastward more quickly with increasing alti-

tude (Fig. 4). At 1640 UTC the 1 PVU contour at 4 km is

located slightly west of that at 6km and at 8km (Figs. 4a,c,e).

By 2200 UTC (Figs. 4b,d,f), the west edge of the 1 PVU contour

was located over western Iowa at 4km, central Iowa at 6 km, and

eastern Iowa at 8 km, consistent with the enhancement of the fold

shown in Figs. 5a–d.

At 1640 UTC (1140 CDT) a southward SPJ exceeding

50m s21 is seen on the west flank of the stratospheric intrusion

(Fig. 5a). It is in a similar configuration to Fig. 1a from Reed

(1955). The 1–2 and 3–5 PVU layers are highlighted in purple

and green shading, respectively. The 1 PVU contour runs

vertically through the jet core, approximately dividing air

poleward and equatorward of the windmaximum at each level.

This southward jet streak centered near 9 km altitude is also

moving eastward, with tropospheric air in the 7–10 km layer

displacing stratospheric air in that layer and overriding the

more slowly moving stratospheric air in the 4–6 km layer. By

2200 UTC (1600 CDT) a clear signature of a tropopause fold

has emerged (Fig. 5b), with the SPJ overlying a layer of

stratospheric air. This classical signature of a tropopause fold

as shown in PV and wind speed (Fig. 5b) is similar to those

shown in Figs. 1b and 1c.

Figures 5c and 5d shows the corresponding sequence of

meridional sections, oriented along axis b–b0 in Fig. 4. Note the

southward progression of the speed maximum and displace-

ment of air with PV exceeding 1 PVU in the layer 6–10 km,

overriding a portion of the stratospheric intrusion in the

3–5 km layer. The approach of the low-PV air in the southward

SPJ acts to enhance the buckled pattern in PV on the poleward

flank of the STJ, sharpening the stratospheric intrusion in this

location (cf. Figs. 5c,d).

The formation and evolution of this tropopause fold are

shown in online supplemental movies S1 and S2, highlighting

PV in blue and wind speed in black, as seen in oblique views

from the southwest and south, respectively. Note how low-PV

air replaces high-PV air in the upper portion of the strato-

spheric intrusion in association with the jet streak, but not in

the lower portion of the intrusion, causing a tightening or

‘‘carved out’’ region, yielding a classical tropopause fold.

4. Distribution of water vapor and ozone in a
stratospheric fold and the SPJ during RF04

Pristine boundary layers may have ozone concentrations of

less than 35 ppbv, while polluted boundary layers can have

much higher values. During RF04, water vapor mixing ratios

diminished upward by about three orders of magnitude from

;2300 ppmv in the lower troposphere to ;6 ppmv in the

stratosphere, while ozone ranged from;900 ppbv in the lower

stratosphere to ;35 ppbv in the jet core. We hypothesize that

the existence of lowwater vapor and very low ozone in the core

of the SPJ can be explained by detrainment of air from deep

thunderstorms upstream, which ingested pristine boundary

layer air with low ozone, and rapidly dehydrated during ascent,

by condensation and precipitation. If the time scale for the

production of tracer gradient by differential advection is

shorter than the time scale by which it is removed by mixing, a

sharp corner, or transition across an air mass boundary, would

be expected. Each segment of the dive and ascent is now de-

scribed in detail.
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FIG. 4. Synoptic evolution from (left) 1640 to (right) 2200 UTC 28 Apr 2008 of UWNMS horizontal

streamfunction and PV (color bar) at (a),(b) 4, (c),(d) 6, and (e),(f) 8 km altitude. The 1 PVU contour is

emphasized in thick gray at each level. The 1 PVU contour at 6 km is transcribed onto the 4 and 8 km charts

as dashed lines at each time to illustrate the eastward tilt with height of the tropopause. The locations of zonal

section a–a0 (Figs. 5a,b) and meridional section b–b0(Figs. 5c,d) are indicated in (c) and (d). The location of

the aircraft during 1946–2054 UTC is shown as a heavy blue line in (d).
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a. Descent through the hygropause

Figure 6a shows the initial descent in the lower stratosphere

(red segment in Figs. 3, 5b, inset in 6b), where a classical

C-shaped profile of water vapor versus ozone is observed.

Starting from ;13.7 km (;10 PVU) at 1908 UTC, ozone

mixing ratios of ;900 ppbv coincide with moderate values of

water vapor (;11 ppmv). Descending to ;9.6 km (;8 PVU),

water vapor reaches aminimum (hygropause) near 8 ppmv and

is highly variable in the lowest stratosphere (ozone, 500 ppbv).

In the tropical lower stratosphere, the minimum in water vapor

is ;2–4 ppmv. Formed in association with deep convection, this

layer of lower water vapor is transported quasi-isentropically into

the midlatitudes by plumes of poleward motion, which constitute

the poleward branch of the Brewer–Dobson circulation (Randel

and Jensen 2013; Schoeberl and Dessler 2011; Schoeberl et al.

2018). In the midlatitudes, water vapor increases downward into

the UTLS, where there is enhanced mixing with moisture-rich

tropospheric air. The spread in the lowest stratosphere in Fig. 4a is

related to the magnitude of these mixing processes.

b. Descent and ascent through the stratospheric intrusion

Descent to the base of the stratospheric intrusion at ;3 km

(;1 PVU) is shown in Fig. 6b (blue segment in Figs. 3, 5b),

where ozone decreases from;400 to;60 ppbv, andwater vapor

increases from ;10 to ;1200 ppmv. The spread of points in-

creases downward. The rounded corner is consistent with rela-

tively efficient mixing processes within the lower stratosphere.

Figure 6c shows the portion of the flight track ascending

through the intrusion from ;3 to 6.5 km (green segment in

Figs. 3, 5b). The intrusion lies beneath the southward SPJ (inset,

Fig. 6b). Starting from near 3 km (;1 PVU), moderate ozone

values of ;60 ppbv are seen, along with water vapor values of

;1000 ppmv. At first water vapor decreases upward to ;220

ppmv, with ozone constant at ;50 ppbv. Ascending toward the

center of the fold, water vapor gradually decreases to;50 ppmv,

while ozone increases to;180 ppbv near the core of the fold at

5 km (top-left corner in Fig. 6c). From the center of the intrusion

to its upper edge, ozone decreases monotonically to ;50 ppbv,

withwater vapor values less than;80 ppmv (lower-left corner in

Fig. 6c). Near the top of the intrusion (lower-left corner in

Fig. 6c), a shallow layer of enhanced water vapor is found,

reaching ;250 ppmv, with ozone ;45 ppbv. Another shallow

layer of enhanced water vapor is encountered above the

stratospheric intrusion, approaching the jet core (Fig. 6d).

The transition above the core of the intrusion is sharper than

the transition below the core, which may be related to the ra-

pidity of gradient enhancement by differential advection as-

sociated with the vertical shear below the jet. This difference

may also be consistent with enhanced mixing processes along

the bottom of and within the intrusion, as found by Homeyer

et al. (2011b). The sharpness of the ozone peak in the upper left

of Fig. 6c and of the water vapor spike in the lower left of

Fig. 6c suggest that the time scale for advection of these layers

relative to adjacent layers is less than the time scale for re-

duction of constituent gradients by mesoscale mixing.

c. Ascent through the core of the SPJ

The portion of the flight ascending through the jet core into

the upper troposphere, from;6.5 to 11 km (dark blue segment

in Figs. 3, 5b), is shown in Fig. 6d. Upon emergence from the

upper edge of the intrusion near 70 ppmv H2O, 63 ppbv O3 in

Fig. 6d (cf. last point in Fig. 6c), ozone decreases upward while

moisture increases until a moist layer is encountered just below

the jet, reaching ;185 ppmv and ;46 ppbv ozone (Fig. 6d).

Ascending out of the top of the moist layer, water vapor

FIG. 5. Sections showing the development of a tropopause fold in

the UWNMS during RF04 from 1640 to 2200 UTC 28 Apr 2000, with

blue PV contours (every 1 PVU above 1 PVU) and black wind speed

contours (every 2ms21 above 40m s21) in (a),(b) zonal sections along

axis a–a0 and (c),(d) meridional sections along axis b–b0 in Figs. 4c and

4d. The 1–2 PVU layer (with SPJ) and 3–5 PVU layer (with STJ) are

highlighted with light purple and green shading, respectively. The lo-

cation of theGulfstreamV in this zonal section during 1946–2054UTC

is shown as colored segments along a V-shaped path in (b).
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gradually decreases upward, while ozone reaches a distinct

minimumof;35 ppbv in and just above the jet core. Above the

jet core, water vapor continues to decrease to ;20 ppmv, as

ozone increases to ;60 ppbv before entering the stratosphere.

This profile is consistent with injection of relatively pristine

boundary layer air containing low ozone values directly into the

UTLS, coincidingwith lowPVon the equatorward side of the jet.

d. Ascent into the stratosphere

Rising into the lower stratosphere from;11 km to;14.5 km

(Fig. 6e, yellow segment in Figs. 3, 5b), water vapor drops from

;30 to ;10 ppmv, while ozone increases from ;100 to ;400

ppbv. The layer 450–700 ppbv ozone coincides with the mini-

mum in water vapor (Figs. 6a,e).

e. Water vapor and ozone values in the SPJ for entire
flight RF04

Figure 6f shows water vapor–ozone pairs for the entire

flight, including all times when the southward wind speed

exceeded 44 m s21. These include points in the lower-left

corner of Fig. 6c, all of the points in Fig. 6d, and earlier

flight legs through the SPJ. Minimum values of ozone in the

FIG. 6. Observed values of water vapor (ppmv) and ozone (ppbv) during RF04 for the selected flight segments

shown in Fig. 3: (a) 1946–1958 UTC, red, descent in the lower stratosphere; (b) 1958–2027 UTC, light blue, descent

through stratospheric intrusion; (c) 2027–2032 UTC, green, ascent through intrusion; (d) 2032–2038 UTC, dark

blue, ascent through SPJ; (e) 2038–2054UTC, yellow, ascent into lower stratosphere; and (f) data near the SPJ for the

entire flightRF04, 1520–2215UTC28Apr 2008, black, all pointswith speed exceeding 44m s21. The inset in (b) shows

the colors for specific flight segments reproduced from Fig. 5b, corresponding to the colors shown in each panel.
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jet are ;35 ppbv, but considerable variation is observed

within the jet, perhaps representative of the initial mixing

stages of thin sheets of air superimposed by differential

advection.

The L-shaped structure in the lower-left corner of Figs. 6c

and 6f occurs at the top of the stratospheric intrusion, consis-

tent with rapid advection of constituents in the SPJ relative to

stratospheric air. In the jet core, values of PV are close to zero

FIG. 7. Sequence of plan views of UWNMS streamfunction and wind speed (blue contours every 5m s21 from

35m s21) at (left) 8.5 and (right) 12 km showing superposition of the SPJ and STJ: (a),(b) 0840 UTC 28 Apr, (c),(d)

2120 UTC 28 Apr, (e),(f) 0200 UTC 29 Apr. Note that the SPJ is prominent at 8.5 km, while the STJ is prominent

near 12 km. Meridional sections shown in Fig. 8 are indicated as a–a0, b–b0, and c–c0.
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(compared with 2–3 PVU poleward of the jet), values of ozone

are ;35 ppbv (compared with 200–300 ppbv in the adjacent

stratosphere), and values of water vapor are generally less than

60 ppmv (quite small compared with most of the troposphere).

Section 6 discusses how these constituent gradients can be

produced by detrainment from upstream convection.

5. Jet superposition by quasi-isentropic differential
advection

A sequence of plan views (Fig. 7) and vertical sections

(Fig. 8) of wind speed, streamlines, and potential temperature

illustrates the superposition of the STJ and SPJ, which oc-

curred during the afternoon and evening of RF04. Their rela-

tive motion occurred quasi-isentropically. The air mass in

which the SPJ is embedded sinks uniformly at ;2 cm s21 as it

moves equatorward, with no evidence of a secondary circula-

tion (Fig. 9).

In an analysis of 50 boreal winters, Christenson et al. (2017)

provided a useful assessment of the statistical occurrence for

the isentropic locations of the STJ and SPJ. They determined

that the potential temperature layers 340–355 and 315–330K

were most appropriate for distinguishing between the two jets.

This nomenclature was used by Winters and Martin (2016,

2017), who investigated the role of transverse circulations and

superposition of PV structures in causing jet superposition.

In this paper, we suggest that jet superposition can occur simply

by differential advection. Since RF04 occurred in late April, we

modify the criteria of Christenson et al. (2017) slightly and cat-

egorize the STJ as the 330–360K layer and the SPJ as the 310–

330K layer (green and purple layers, respectively, in Fig. 8).

Figure 7 shows the evolution of horizontal streamlines, the

SPJ maximum near 8.5 km (left), and the STJ maximum near

12 km (right), together with the locations of the meridional

sections shown in Fig. 8.After experimentingwith various angles

for the sections along the SPJ we found that results shown in

Fig. 8 are fairly insensitive to the choice of angle. At 0840 UTC

28 April (Figs. 7a,b, 8a), there is a clear distinction between the

SPJ, which maximizes at ;60m s21 over South Dakota near

8.5 km, and the STJ, which maximizes at ;60m s21 over the

Gulf Coast near 12km altitude. The centers of these two jets are

located ;2.5 km apart vertically and ;1000km apart horizon-

tally, separated by a region with wind speeds less than 30m s21.

By 2120 UTC 28 April (Figs. 7c,d, 8b), a portion of the SPJ

had undercut the STJ, establishing jet superposition. By

0200 UTC 29 April (Figs. 7e,f, 8c), this overlap had increased

considerably. A comparison of isentropes and streamlines in

Figs. 8c and 8d shows that the motion of the SPJ and STJ cores

is quasi-isentropic. Note the reduction in strength with time of

the SPJ as seen at 12 km (Figs. 7b,d,f), consistent with quasi-

isentropic equatorward descent.

FIG. 8. Sequence of meridional sections of UWNMS poten-

tial temperature (blue contours, 300–360K, every 5 K) and wind

speed (black contours, 30–60m s21, every 3m s21) showing the

superposition of the SPJ and STJ that occurred during RF04:

(a) 0840 UTC 28 Apr (section a–a0 in Figs. 7a,b), (b) 2120 UTC 28

Apr (section b–b0 in Figs. 7c,d), and (c) 0200 UTC 29 Apr

 
(section c–c0 in Figs. 7e,f). In (a)–(c), the isentropic layer 310–330K

(SPJ) is shaded in purple, while the layer 330–360K (STJ) is shaded

in green. (d) As in (c), but showing streamlines in the plane instead

of potential temperature.
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A striking pattern of convergence in meridional streamlines

is seen between the two jets (Fig. 8d). The southeastward

motion of air associated with the SPJ is deep, as is the

northeastward-moving layer of air containing the STJ, both of

which extend into the lower stratosphere. This convergence of

air masses is related to a noticeable buckling pattern in con-

tours between the two jets, consistent with generation of

gravity waves. This sequence shows that a straightforward

mechanism for jet superposition is simply quasi-isentropic

differential advection between two layers. In this case, the

superposition is fundamentally related to a south-southeastward

jet streak in the SPJ in the 310–330K layer, which was moving

in a different direction relative to the STJ.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of UWNMS vertical motion

at 8.5 km, together with the 45m s21 speed isosurface, at 2120

28 April 2008, which may be compared with Figs. 7c, 7d, and

8b. The SPJ is embedded in a broad air mass that is descending

at ;2 cm s21. Values of vertical velocities are small and of the

same sign on both sides of, and within the SPJ. The southward-

propagating momentum surge in the SPJ excites a field of

gravity waves at its leading edge, similar to a bow wake. This is

consistent with the Rossby adjustment process, where a pole-

ward surge in the WCB, or an equatorward surge of air to the

west of a trough, commonly excites a field of gravity waves (cf.

Fig. 3 of O’Sullivan and Dunkerton 1995).

6. Convective transport of lower-tropospheric air into
the SPJ

During RF04, ozone values of ;35 ppmv were observed in

the SPJ. We hypothesize that this air was injected into the SPJ

by convection upstream of the adjacent ridge. Figures 2c and

2d show that convection was located upstream preceding

RF04. To further demonstrate this process, we investigate an

analogous situation with closer proximity between the jet and

convection. During RF01, robust convection occurred in the

warm sector immediately to the east of the elongated narrow

trough, or stratospheric filament, which was simulated with

the UWNMS.

Figure 10 shows the upper-tropospheric synoptic setting at

1320 UTC 18 April 2008 in the UWNMS, together with the

location of themeridional section shown in Fig. 11. At 8.7 km, a

stratospheric PV filament extends from Ontario to Texas,

with a ‘‘fiddle-head’’ or rolled-up PVmaximum over Oklahoma

(Fig. 10a). On its east edge the poleward and eastward-arcing

jet exceeds 40m s21 (Fig. 10b). The 21 PVU isosurface (dark

blue) indicates regions of inertially unstable air in the UTLS,

which are found in the convective WCB over Minnesota and

Wisconsin, just to the east of the stratospheric air mass

(Figs. 10a,b). These locations represent air that has been in-

gested into thunderstorms and injected into the upper tropo-

sphere along the equatorward flank of the SPJ.

The warm upglide sector to the south and east of a midlat-

itude trough is often characterized by outbreaks of deep con-

vection. Deep convection can generate regions of PV dipoles in

the UTLS, which are often sheared into negative–positive PV

filament pairs, and can create regions of negative PV along the

equatorward side of the jet (Rowe and Hitchman 2015, 2016;

Hitchman and Rowe 2017). Convection was also found by

Harvey et al. (2020) to make a significant contribution to the

creation of negative PV streamers on the jet flank over the

North Atlantic.

Figure 11 presents meridional sections of UWNMS PV,

streamlines, and the location of the SPJ jet for 1320 UTC

18 April during RF01, along y–y0 in Fig. 10, which transects a

negative PV anomaly and a stratospheric PV filament over

northeastern Minnesota. Due to its altitude range, this speed

maximum is identified as the SPJ. Figure 11a shows the sig-

nature of a stratospheric PV anomaly north of the SPJ, which

extends down to ;4 km altitude. The poleward jet maximum

on the eastern flank of the PV anomaly (Fig. 11a) is embedded

in a deep layer (;4–12 km) of poleward flow (Fig. 11b). Note

that, in this case also, there is no indication of a secondary

circulation associated with the jet (Fig. 11b). Instead, the

stratospheric intrusion exhibits a slight indentation on its east

side (Fig. 11a), where the poleward SPJ advected upper-

tropospheric air near 9 km over more stagnant stratospheric

air near 8 km. This is consistent with the hypothesis that dif-

ferential advection can create a tropopause fold. Together with

analysis of RF04 in the equatorward SPJ, this helps to

complete a depiction of how the east–west symmetry of the

shape of a stratospheric intrusion can be created in a cutoff

low (Fig. 1c).

Figure 12 shows oblique views, from the south and south-

east, of the 45m s21 speed isosurface and 21 PVU surface at

1320 UTC 18 April 2008 in the UWNMS. It includes two 26-h

trajectories, one of which (purple) passes through the negative

PV anomaly and the other (green) passes through the jet

maximum in the UTLS over the upper Mississippi valley. A

few hours before this time, a region of convection broke out

FIG. 9. Vertical motion (contours every 0.01m s21, negative

dashed) and 45m s21 speed isosurface (green) at 8.5 km altitude in

the UWNMS at 2120 UTC 28 Apr 2008.
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over northeastern Oklahoma. The purple trajectory extends

from the boundary layer, up and over the yellow trajectory

(Fig. 12b), indicating that a tropopause fold is occurring, while

both trajectories enter the SPJ.

Supplemental movie S3 provides a more complete visual

depiction for how low-ozone, boundary layer air is transported

into juxtaposition with high-ozone air in the SPJ. Rowe and

Hitchman (2015, 2016) and Hitchman and Rowe (2017) show

examples of this process of fold formation during the Super

Tuesday cyclone.

We hypothesize that the low ozone, low water, and weak or

negative PV commonly found on the equatorward side of the jet

is a result of the upstream injection of lower-tropospheric air

by thunderstorms into the UTLS. Although we do not simulate

convection upstream of the SPJ observed in RF04, satellite

images show that there likely were convective injections of

boundary layer air into the UTLS flow in the ridge, which were

then advected eastward into proximity with the SPJ. RF01

provides amore direct example of this process, where convection

occurred in closer proximity to the aircraft flight path.

Figure 13 shows an idealized diagram for how this can oc-

cur. Deep convection often occurs in the warm air mass to the

south and east of an upper-level stratospheric PV intrusion or

midlatitude cyclone, such as for RF01, and (one trough up-

stream) for RF04. The aggregation of poleward detrainment

plumes of convective updraft air with low PV contribute to

the creation and structure of an upper-level ridge (Shutts

1987; Fulton et al. 1995). Poleward plumes in the UTLS from

tropical deep convection are crucial for determining the

structure of the STJ (Nytes and Tripoli 2019). By similar

reasoning, the time and space integral of air detrained from

deep thunderstorms on the flank of the SPJ at all locations

FIG. 11. Meridional sections along y–y0 in Fig. 10 during RF01 at 1320 UTC 18 Apr 2008 in the UWNMS. (a) PV

(color fill, blue negative, with black contours every 1 PVU) and (b) streamfunction and wind speed (gray contours

every 3m s21 from 40m s21). The meridional extent of the 40m s21 isotach is highlighted with vertical dotted lines.

The 8.7 km altitude level is shown with a horizontal dotted line.

FIG. 10. Plan views at 8.7 km in the UWNMS at 1320 UTC 18 Apr 2008 of (a) PV (color fill, blue negative, with

black contours every 1 PVU) and (b) horizontal wind vectors (max vector: 50m s21), speed isosurface of 40m s21

(silver), and PV isosurface of21 PVU (blue). Themeridional section shown in Fig. 11 is indicatedwith the line y–y0.
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upstream can help account for the sharpness of constituent

gradients near the jet far downstream, such as where RF04

sampled the SPJ. The aggregate upper-level divergence re-

sulting from the convection may be integral to the funda-

mental pattern of the fold itself, where upper-tropospheric air

overrides stratospheric air at lower altitudes. Tropopause

folds may be regarded ultimately as the combined effect of

convective detrainment in the warm air mass and radiative

cooling in the cold air mass.

7. Conclusions

The overall theme of this paper is to explore the role of

differential advection in creating tropopause folds and con-

stituent gradients in the UTLS associated with midlatitude

jets and cyclones. Analysis of UWNMS simulations for

RF04 shows that a tropopause fold (and jet superposition)

can occur by quasi-isentropic differential advection in the

vertical. Analysis of UWNMS simulations of RF01, RF04,

and previously published cases show that differential ad-

vection associated with injection of boundary layer air by

convection can explain the strong constituent gradient

across the jet.

The mechanism of differential advection is distinct from

the hypothesis that tropopause folds are due to a transverse

circulation around the jet. An idealized sequence of events

that can produce the classic cross section of a tropopause

fold, purely by quasi-isentropic differential advection, is

shown in Fig. 14. Just prior to RF04, a stratospheric PV

anomaly was emplaced over the central United States, with

no significant stratospheric folds, as shown in Figs. 14a and

14b. Then a jet streak in the upper troposphere propagated

from the northwest along the upstream side of the trough,

with flow near 10 km taking a more direct eastward course,

overriding lower-stratospheric air in the 4–8 km layer (cf.

Figs. 4a,c,e, and 14c). This created the classical signature in

zonal section of a tropopause fold to the west of a trough (cf.

Figs. 1a, 5b, and 14d).

One might imagine that, as a jet streak progressed cycloni-

cally through the trough (Fig. 14e,f), a continuous ‘‘carving

out’’ of the preexisting stratospheric PV anomaly would occur

in the upper troposphere, creating a radially inward constriction

FIG. 13. Idealized plan view depicting injection of boundary layer air by thunderstorms into

the SPJ at a range of locations upstream of an aircraft sampling location. The streamline in-

dicates a sinusoidal westerly jet in theUTLS. Thunderstorm symbols indicate possible locations

of injection of air into the SPJ. The bold horizontal line indicates a flight location, such as

for RF04.

FIG. 12. Oblique views from the (a) south and (b) southeast of UWNMS 45 m s21 wind speed isosurface

(blue) and 21 PVU isosurface (dark blue) at 1320 UTC 18 Apr 2008. Two 26-h UWNMS trajectories are

shown, with the purple one passing through the negative PV anomaly and the yellow one passing through the

jet maximum in the UTLS over the upper Mississippi valley at 1320 UTC, illustrating rapid transport of lower-

tropospheric air into the SPJ. The starting and ending altitudes are shown for the trajectories in (b).

Supplemental movie S3 provides a more complete visualization of how upstream convection can enhance the

constituent gradient near the SPJ.
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of stratospheric PV near 10km relative to 4–8 km. This situation

is similar to that shown in Figs. 1c and 11a.

Although the dynamics underlying midlatitude jets, devel-

oping cyclones, and tropopause folds is complex, the fundamental

concept of differential advection contributes toward under-

standing how tropopause folds are formed, how jets become

superimposed, and how strong constituent gradients are pro-

duced near westerly jets. The jet streaks that override strato-

spheric air may have their origin in the aggregate divergent

outflow from upstream convection.
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